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Using the Python SnowBoy
library, GALEN is set up to 
recognize its name being 
called and anticipate user 
commands. Based on the 
command given, GALEN 

can perform certain taught 
functions.

The primary frame is constructed of 80/20 bars with easy to use 
brackets for simple assembly.

With the press of a button 
and some handholding, the 
user will be able to  teach 
GALEN where an object is 
and how it looks like. With 
that knowledge, on future 

command, GALEN can 
retrieve that object.

With an array of ultrasonic 
sensors, GALEN can 

recognize when it’s about to 
hit a wall, when it is close 

enough to an object, or if it 
needs to change 
its trajectory to 

avoid crashing into 
the world around it.

With location 
triangulation, GALEN will 
have a better idea of its 

location. GIMBAL 
Bluetooth beacons will give 

GALEN a general idea 
about the location of the 

object at hand. Then, 
GALEN can 

GALEN has several motors and servos to control a variety of functions. High 
torque DC motors help GALEN navigate tough terrains, and reliable stepper 

motors and servos ensure that GALEN’s grabber arm  delivers objects with ease.

Using TensorFlow and the 
Raspberry Pi Camera, GALEN 

is set up with all the tools 
needed to look at the world 

around it and recognize 
everyday objects such as 

prescription bottles, fruits, 
and water bottles.

Through serial message 
communication between 

GALEN’s Raspberry Pi 
and Arduino, the sensors 
can communicate with 

each other to send 
information, and process 
data where it is best to 

do so.

With two 5Ah batteries, it has plenty of capacity to 
run for over an hour on a full charge.

US Senior Citizens with 
Mobility Disabilities

40%
19.6 million

US Population with 
Mobility Disabilities

13.7%
44.9 million

The elderly, disabled, and those with 
restricted mobility have trouble 

retrieving necessary objects from around 
the house.

In the US, 14% of adults and 40% of senior 
citizens suffer or have suffered from 

mobility disabilities.
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Introducing GALEN, a user-taught assistant robot that can bring 
needed objects on demand. GALEN is activated via voice command 
and can navigate its way to the room where an object is located and 
bring it.

GALEN will help the elderly, people with disabilities, and others with 
limited mobility. With GALEN, we can help people continue living in 
their own home and maintain their independence.

GALEN be customized for each unique user’s home and their most 
needed objects. This customization makes GALEN a highly 
personalized product at an affordable price.


